The exploration of our solar system will require spacecraft with much greater capability than spacecraft which have been launched in the past. This is particularly true for exploration of the outer planets.
Introduction

Advanced
In-Space Propulsion (ISP) technologies will enable much more effective exploration of our solar system and will permit mission designers to plan missions to "fly anytime, anywhere and complete a host of science objectives at the destinations" with greater reliability and safety.
When Therefore, it is required to develop a set of propulsion technologies which will adequately satisfy a broad spectrum of mission requirements.
The primary focus of IISTP efforts was: (1) where Wi --weight of ith figure of merit, Si = score for ith figure of merit. If a technology scores the highest possible score "9" for each FOM within a FOM category, the normalized total for that techi_ology for that FOM category is 100.
FOM Category Weights
The relative importance among the FOM categories was accounted for through the establishment and application of weights to the FOM category normalized scores.
The establishment of FOM category weights was a very important aspect of the evaluation process.
In the development of any system, there are primary objectives that reflect the purpose for which the system is to be developed, and there are supporting objectives that reflect the constraints under which the system will be developed. The IAG as a whole reached a consensus, and the results are given in Table 5 . 
